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Abstract
Background: This study presents the effect of metallic Zn film substrate temperature on the optical, morphological and structural
properties of thermally oxidized Zn films. Materials and Methods: Zinc oxide (ZnO) thin films were synthesised by thermal oxidation at
400EC of metallic zinc thin films deposited by vacuum thermal evaporation onto glass substrate at different substrate temperatures of
room temperature 100 and 150EC. Results: The ZnO films show significant modification in morphology with different nanostructures
at different Zn film precursor substrate temperature. The stoichiometric ratio between Zn and O atoms of the ZnO  films synthesised at
room temperature and 100EC metallic Zn films precursor substrate temperature had a large deviation from the ideal ratio of 1:1 and was
closer to ideal at a Zn film precursor substrate temperature of 150EC giving ZnO0.94. All the films exhibited preferred (011) orientation of
wurtzite structure, with presence of Zn peaks that diminishes with increasing metallic Zn substrate temperature. The films had optical
transmittance of 64-71% in the visible region with the transmission edge becoming sharper and the optical band gap improving from
2.35-3.30 eV with increase in substrate temperature. The characteristic wurtzite ZnO Raman peaks of  are observed at 106 cmG1 forlow

2E

the three samples showing a blue shift. The XRD and Raman analysis indicates identical crystal structures irrespective of  Zn film precursor
substrate temperature. Conclusion: The precursor Zn film substrate temperature show significant effect on morphology, nanostructure
shape and stoichiometry of the ZnO films. The control of the growth morphology and stoichiometry of  ZnO will have an impact on
possible optoelectronic applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Zinc oxide (ZnO) is as multifunctional semiconducting
material with distinctive physical and chemical properties such
as hardness, high chemical stability, high electrochemical
coupling coefficient, broad range of radiation absorption and
high photo stability1. Its broad band gap of 3.37 eV, high bond
energy (60 meV)  and  high  thermal  and  mechanical  stability
at  room  temperature  makes  it  very  attractive  for  use  in
electronics,  optoelectronics  and   laser  technology2-4. The
piezo- and pyroelectric  properties of  ZnO  makes  it  viable  as
a sensor, converter, energy generator and photocatalyst in
hydrogen production5,6. Also its hardness, rigidity and
piezoelectric constant makes it important material in the
ceramics industry, while its low toxicity, biocompatibility and
biodegradability make it a material of interest for biomedicine
and in pro-ecological systems7-9. Another major area of its
application is in fuel cell where it is used to make various parts
like the electrodes (Transparent Conductive Oxide (TCO) films)
and sometimes also as the fuel. It can also act as a photo
catalyst in places like the solar cell10. The ZnO is classified a II-VI
semiconductor, whose bonding is on the boundary between
ionic and covalent semiconductors.

Several methods have been used to grow ZnO thin films
including  sol-gel,  solvothermal,  sputtering,  spray  pyrolysis
and  thermal  oxidation11.  Among  common  methods used  to
synthesise ZnO, thermal oxidation is a simple low-cost
technique. The ZnO thin film can be synthesized by oxidizing
metallic  Zn  at an  elevated  temperature  in  open  air  without
the presence of a catalyst and carrier gas12 which make it
economically viable as it uses the oxygen from the air.

In this study, thermal oxidation of thermally evaporated
metallic zinc (Zn) films deposited onto glass substrate under
vacuum was  used  to  synthesis  ZnO thin  films. The evolution
of the morphological, microstructural, optical and vibrational
properties of the ZnO films as a function Zn film substrate
temperature were investigated using Field Emission Scanning
Electron Microscope (FESEM), Atomic Force Microscope (AFM),
x-ray   diffraction   (XRD),   UV/vis   spectroscopy   and  Raman
spectroscopy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Metallic zinc (Zn) pellets (99.9%) were thermally
evaporated onto corning 7059 glass substrate under vacuum
from a molybdenum boat at three different substrate
temperature (Room temperature, 100  and 150EC) at a vacuum
pressure  of  1.15×10G5   torr,   constant  deposition   rate   of
2 nm  secG1 and constant source to substrate distance  of 8  cm

using an EDWARD Auto306 thermal evaporator with FL 400
deposition chamber. The deposited  metallic  Zn  precursor
thin  films  were  each  oxidised  at 400EC  in  open  air  under
atmospheric pressure.  A   dwelling   time   of  120 min  was
adopted  to  oxidise  the  films. The  oxidised  samples  were
named Tsub_RT, Tsub_100EC  and Tsub_150EC for metallic Zn precursor
substrate temperatures at room temperature, 100 and 150EC
respectively.

The morphology of the films were investigated using
JEOL JSM-7600F Field Emission Scanning Microscopy (FESEM)
equipped  with  an  Aztec  and  INCA  microanalysis system
with 50 mm2  silicon  drift  detector as well as  INCA  wave
Wavelength Dispersive Spectrometer (WDS) system for
identification  and  measurement  of  the  elements  and
Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) using an XE-100 Park system
attached  with  XE Series  (SPM)  Shidmadzu.  The  x-ray
diffraction  (2-22)  diagrams  were  recorded  with 22  scanning
from 25-60E, in step size 0.040Eand a constant  countingtimes
of  3.17 sec per step and  the  generator  settings  of  40 mA 
and 42 kV,  with CuK" of 1.5406 Å using a X’Pert’ Powder
PANALYTICAL Bruker D8 Advance Diffractometer. The optical
and vibrational properties were investigated using Avantes
UV-vis  spectrophotometer (AVASPEC 2048) in the wavelength
range 250-900 nm and ProRaman-L ENWAVE OPTRONICS
Raman spectrometer with 750 nm wavelength, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Surface morphology and compositional analysis: Figure 1
shows FESEM images showing evolution of sample surface
morphology with substrate temperature. Nanoflaked-shapes
were formed for sample Tsub_RT  as seen in Fig. 1a. It shows a
more compact and denser nanocrystallites, this may suggest
a strong interaction between the impinging Zn atoms and the
substrate at low substrate temperature, the strong interaction
leads to high nuclei density and with attachment of adatoms
as the nuclei grow. The aggregation of deposited atoms with
little desorption from substrate surface, low adatom diffusion
and shadowing effect at low substrate temperature leads to
linear film growth and compact film13.

At Zn substrate temperature of 100EC, the ZnO film show
intersecting dendritic elongated nanowall texture with
nanopores as shown in Fig. 1b. The crystallites are larger
compared to Tsub_RT  sample perhaps as a result of high adatom
mobility to overcome self-shadowing effect resulting in the
growth of large elongated crystallites14. For the oxidised Zn
films deposited at Zn film substrate temperature of 150EC the
microstructure evolved into nanoplatelets-like shape and a
few  of   nanoarcs  as   shown   in  Fig. 1c. There  is  a  significant
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Fig. 1(a-c): FESEM images of ZnO films at same oxidation temperature of 400EC  for  different  Zn  film  substrate  temperature,
(a) Room temperature, (b) 100EC and (c) 150EC

modification of ZnO film morphology showing different
nanostructures   at    different    Zn    precursor   substrate
temperature.  This   implies   the   Zn   precursor   substrate
temperature have a significant effect on the structure of ZnO,
thus optimum Zn film substrate temperature is required for
desired ZnO nanostucture. A wide range of nanostructures
have been reported for ZnO, such as nanoneedles, nanowires
and nanoflakes15-17. 

The  grain   sizes   were   determined   from   the  SEM
micrographs and shows increase from 82.95 nm  for  sample
Tsub_RT  to 181.66 nm for Tsub_100EC  and subsequently decreased
to 68.90 nm for Tsub_150EC  sample.

The EDX spectra of the samples are given in Fig. 2, it
shows only Zn and O. No other elements other than Zn and O
are detected by the EDS analysis for all the samples.

The ZnO atomic ratio should be 50:50 from its chemical
formula,  however  the  EDS  analysis  revealed  atomic  ratios
of   69.90:30.10     and     69.34:30.66     forming    ZnO0.43    and
ZnO0.44  for   Tsub_RT   and   Tsub_100EC   samples   respectively,
indicating  a  significant  deviation  from  stoichiometry from
deficiency  of  oxygen  and  presence  of  high  amount  of
unoxidised  Zn  for  these  samples.  This  may  be  attributed
to   some   inhibiting   factors   to    the    effective   diffusion 
path  for   oxygen   and   thus   proper   oxidation   of   the  films
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Fig. 2(a-c): EDX spectra of the ZnO samples for different Zn film substrate temperatures, (a) Room temperature, (b) 100EC and
(c) 150EC

probably  based  on  the  microstructure  of   the   Zn  films
form at the given Zn substrate temperature.

There is a considerably very low deviation in atomic
percentages of Zn and O for the sample at Zn film substrate
temperature of 150EC (Tsub_150EC) with atomic Zn:O ratio of
51.56:48.44 and the formation of stoichiometry of ZnO0.94, thus
exhibiting a deviation of just 0.06 from actual ZnO
stoichiometric ratio. This improvement in ZnO stoichiometry
for Tsub_150EC  may be due to the existence of more cleavages or
grain boundaries, smaller particle size and more effective
diffusion path for oxygen diffusion and reaction with metallic
Zn film deposited at elevated Zn film substrate temperature.
Thus the transformation of Zn into ZnO show a significant
dependence on Zn film precursor substrate temperature. The
results of the chemical composition, stoichiometry and grain
size of the films are summarised in Table 1. 

The film surfaces were scanned using AFM and Fig. 3
shows the 2D and 3D surface morphology of the films.
Observed “Valley and hill-like” and thus columnar structure
indicates preferential orientation of the nanocrystallites.

Table 1: Effects of Zn film substrate temperature on the chemical composition of
ZnO thin films

Chemical composition (%)
---------------------------------------------

Samples Zn O ZnOx D(011) (nm) Ra (nm)
Tsub_RT 69.90 30.10 ZnO0.43 82.95 40.64
Tsub_100EC 69.34 30.66 ZnO0.44 181.66 81.38
Tsub_150EC 51.56 48.44 ZnO0.94 68.90 40.05

The average surface roughness Ra  show a similar trend
with  crystallite  size  in  Table 1. It  shows  an  increase  from
40.639 nm for Tsub_RT to 81.378 nm for sample Tsub_100EC. This
increase in roughness may be attributed to the nature of the
Zn crystallites formed on substrate prior to the oxidation of
the films during deposition process18. However, the surface
roughness decreases at 150EC  substrate temperature to
40.053 nm which may be attributed to the coalescence of
crystal grains during the annealing processes due to the
migration of grain boundaries as a result of stimulation under
high temperature19,20.
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Fig. 3(a-f): 2D and 3D morphological images of the ZnO  films  for Zn  substrate  temperatures  of  (a and b)  Room  temperature,
(c and d) 100EC substrate temperature and (e and f) 150EC

Structural properties: The XRD spectra of synthesised ZnO
films at room, 100 and 150EC  Zn film substrate temperature
are given in Fig. 4.

The XRD spectra  of  the  samples  shows  a  mixed pattern
of Zn and ZnO diffraction peaks. The diffraction peaks at
values  of   32.070,   34.470  and  36.470E  correspond  to  (010),
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Fig.  4: XRD patterns of ZnO thin film samples at different Zn film substrate temperature: Room temperature (RT), 100EC and 150EC

Table 2: Structural parameters of the ZnO at different Zn film substrate
temperatures

D δ (1014 
Samples 22 (E) $ (E) a (Å) c (Å) c/a (nm) lines mG2) TC(011) L (Å)
Tsub_RT 36.3734 0.3654 3.0022 5.1995 1.732 27.17 13.5 1.85 1.834
Tsub_100EC 36.3777 0.3542 2.9991 5.1942 1.732 73.11 1.87 2.40 1.834
Tsub_150EC 36.3463 0.3936 3.0083 5.2100 1.732 52.68 3.65 2.80 1.834

(002) and (011) planes respectively indexed to a hexagonal
(wurtzite) ZnO structure (ICSD 169463). The observed (002)
and (011) peaks around 39.270 and 43.350E belongs to Zn
hexagonal system of space group P63/mmc (ICSD 52259). The
identified peaks which are associated with Zn hexagonal
results from un-oxidised zinc atoms during the oxidation
process21. The films are preferentially oriented along (011)
direction rather than the usual (002) orientation. The (011) and
(002) ZnO diffraction peaks are sharper and more intense for
the Tsub_150EC  sample with almost complete disappearance of
Zn peaks. This  shows  dependence  of  the  dominant  texture
of the ZnO film on metallic Zn film precursor substrate
temperature. The structural parameters of the samples were
evaluated from the XRD figures and data, the results are
summarised in Table 2. 

The average crystallite size of the ZnO thin films were
deduced using Debye Scherrer’s formula22:

0.9
D

cos



 

where, $ is full width at half maximum (FWHM), k = 0.9 is the
size factor, 2 is diffraction angle at which the maximum
intensity was observed, 8 is wavelength of the x-rays used
(1.54060) and D is crystallite size respectively.
The crystallite size from the Scherrer formula is between

27.17 and 73.11 nm as given in Table 2, which though show a

similar trend is lower than the determined values from SEM
images that lies between 68.90 and 181.66 nm. The SEM
visualization allows only seeing grains, which are constituted
of more or less disordered atoms and particles, while XRD
gives the coherence length of atoms23, thus the difference.

The dislocation density (δ), a measure of the amount of
defects in the sample is defined as the length of dislocation
lines per unit volume of the crystal was determined from
Williamson and Smallman’s formula24:

2

n

D
 

where, n is a factor, which when equal to unity gives the
minimum dislocation density and D is the average crystallite
size. 
There is a decrease in dislocation density from 13.5×1014

to 1.87×1014 lines mG2 with increase in Zn film precursor
substrate   temperature   from   room   temperature  (sample
Tsub_RT)  to  100EC  (sample  Tsub_100EC)  which  then  increase  to
3.65×1014 lines mG2  for Zn substrate temperature of 150EC
(sample Tsub_150EC),  while    the   grain   size   show   an   increase
in  crystallite  size  from  27.17 nm   for  Tsub_RT   to  73.11 nm   for
Tsub_100EC  and  a drop in size to 52.68 nm  for Tsub_150EC.  It  is  thus
observed that  increase  in  grain  size  results  in  decrease  in
the dislocation density as can be seen in Table 2.
The Texture Coefficient (TC) represents the texture of a

particular plane, whose deviation from unity implies the
preferred growth. The value TC (hkl) = 1 represents films with
randomly oriented  crystallites,  while higher  values  indicate
the abundance of grains oriented in a given (hkl) direction, TC,
is given25:
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hkl o(hkl)
hkl 1

hkl o(hkl)

I / I
TC

N I / I


The texture coefficient for the (011) plane, the most
prominent orientation  of  the  samples  have  values  greater
than   unity,   between   1.88    for   sample   Tsub_RT  and  2.8   for
Tsub_150EC,  this  shows  the  nanocrytals  have  increasing texture
in this orientation and large number of crystallites are oriented
with the (011) planes parallel to substrate surface26 with
increase in Zn film substrate temperature.
The obtained values of lattice parameters a and c of the

samples given in Table 2 are less than the ideal values of the
hexagonal unit cell of 3.2495 and 5.2069 Å, respectively and
the ratio of the lattice parameter c/a had a constant value of
.1.732 for all the samples which shows a deviation of 0.099
from 1.633 of the ideal wurtzite structure27. These deviations
are due to defects in the lattice structure.
The  nearest-neighbor  Zn-O  bond  length  L  along  the

c-direction was determined from the lattice parameters
using28:

1/222
2a 1

L u c
3 2

      
   

where, the parameter u is the length of the bond parallel to
the c axis is given by:

2

2

a
u 0.25

3c
 

The  values  obtained  were  .1.834 Å  for each samples.
This is less than the theoretical Zn-O bond length of 1.993 Å
along  c-axis  and  1.973 Å  in  the  other  three  directions  of

the   tetrahedral   arrangements   of   the   nearest  neighbours
determined from bond overlap population between Bloch
functions on an atomic basis expansion29 an indication of the
planes being more closely packed than ideal. The values of the
texture coefficients and the Zn-O bond lengths are also given
in Table 2.
The deviation in c/a ratio and bond length L from the

ideal wurtzite crystal is probably due to lattice stability and
ionicity27. However, the same numerical values of c/a and L
obtained for all the samples indicates identical crystal
structures for the synthesised ZnO films irrespective of Zn
precursor substrate temperature.

Optical properties: The optical transmittance spectra of the
samples is shown in Fig. 5, it shows an increase in optical
transmittance with increase in Zn precursor substrate
temperature, with sample Tsub_150EC showing highest
transmittance of 77% in the visible region.
The high amount of unoxidised Zn films in samples Tsub_RT

and Tsub_100EC  act  as  scattering  centres  for  light accounting
for lower optical transmittance of 64 and 71% respectively.
The Tsub_150EC sample also show a sharper transmission edge
compared  to  the  other  samples  as  a  result  of  its  better
stoichiometry.
The ZnO being a direct band gap semiconductor, the

optical band gap Eg of the samples were deduced from the
relation:

1/2
g(ahv) B(hv E ) 

where, "  is absorption coefficient at photon energy h< and B
is a constant. The optical band gap Eg were determined by
extrapolating the linear part of ("h<)2 versus h< to h< axis as
shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5: Transmittance spectra of the ZnO films samples at different Zn film substrate temperatures
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Fig. 6: Plots of ("h<)2  versus photon energy (h<) of the ZnO
films at different Zn film substrate temperature

The band gaps given in Table 3 are in the range of 2.35
and 3.30 eV. The lower values of Eg for Tsub_RT and Tsub_100EC
samples is associated with defects between the bands and
attributable to greater density of states near the conduction
band determined by oxygen vacancies5.
The Urbach behaviour of the absorption edge based on

the spectral behaviour of the absorption coefficient " is given
by Urbach30:

0
u

hv
exp

E

 
    

 

where, "o is a constant and Eu is the Urbach energy which is
constant or weakly dependent on temperature and
interpreted as the width of the tail of localized states in the
band  gap.  It  characterizes  the  degree  of  the  absorption
edge smearing resulting from crystalline lattice disordering
due to structural peculiarities and those induced by external
factors31.
 The increase exponentially of the absorption coefficient
in the region of the absorption edge results from the
transitions between the tails of density-of-states in the valence
band and the conduction band, the shape and size of these
tails is a function of the presence of different types of
disordering32. 
The variation  of  ln"  versus  photon  energy  is given  in

Fig. 7.

Fig. 7: Plots of ln" versus photon energy h< of the ZnO film
samples at different Zn film substrate temperatures

Table 3: Transmittance, optical band gap and Urbach energy of the samples
Samples T (%) Eg (eV) Eu (eV)
Tsub_RT 64 2.35 -
Tsub_100EC 71 2.80 3.75
Tsub_150EC 77 3.30 4.12

The values of Eu determined from the plot in Fig. 7 are
given  in   Table   3.   For   sample  Tsub_RT  the  plot  is  almost  a
horizontal line and thus its Eu was not determined. However,
it increased from 3.75 eV for Tsub_100EC to 4.12 Ev in the case of
Tsub_150EC  sample.  This  may  result  from  the  relaxation  of
distorted bonds33. It shows a direct relation with the optical
band gap.

Raman spectroscopy: The Raman spectrum of the samples
are shown in Fig. 8. Raman frequencies of the fundamental
optical modes in ZnO are  = 101 cmG1,  =  437 cmG1,low

2E high
2E

1 (TO)  =  380 cmG1, 1  (LO) = 574 cmG1, 1  (TO) = 407 cmG1  and
1 (LO) = 583 cmG1   34.

The  characteristic  wurtzite  ZnO  peaks  of    arelow
2E

observed at 106 cmG1 for the three samples showing a blue
shift, while the characteristic wurtzite ZnO  non-polarhigh

2E

optical phonons were red shifted to 434 cmG1 for Tsub_RT and
432 cmG1 for Tsub_100EC and Tsub_150EC samples respectively. The
418 cmG1 corresponds to E1 (TO) with a red shift of 5 cmG1

while peaks at 564 for Tsub_RT/Tsub_150EC and 566 for Tsub_100EC
correspond to A1 (LO) which are also red shifted. Raman peaks
between 570 and 590 cmG1 are due to structural defects
attributed to oxygen vacancy, Zn insterstitial and their
combination35. The modes at 198/204 and 328 cmG1 are
assigned as  and  modes, respectively36 and thelow

22E high low
2 2E E

peaks37 at 548/550 are due to  The other observed peakslow
12B .

may be from the substrate.
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Fig. 8(a-c): Raman spectra  of  the  ZnO  film  samples  for  different  Zn  film  substrate  temperatures,  (a)  Tsub_RT,  (b)  Tsub_100EC  and
(c) Tsub_150EC

Evidently the samples exhibit similar scattering peaks,
indicating identical crystal structures irrespective of Zn film
precursor substrate temperature, confirming observations
from XRD analysis on c/a ratio and bond length L values.

CONCLUSION

The effect of metallic Zn precursor substrate temperature
on the morphological, the structural optical and vibrational
properties ZnO thin films synthesized by thermal oxidation of
the metallic Zn films was investigated. There is significant
modification in morphology showing different nanostructures
at different Zn precursor substrate temperatures. Lower Zn
film substrate temperature show high deviation from ZnO
stoichiometry of the synthesised ZnO films which improved
significantly at higher Zn precursor substrate temperature due
to more effective path for oxygen diffusion and reaction with
metallic Zn film deposited at elevated substrate temperature.
The XRD results revealed that all the ZnO films show dominant
(011) orientation of wurtzite structure with other identified
peaks associated with Zn hexagonal results from un-oxidised
zinc atoms that disappear at increased Zn metallic film
substrate  temperature.  The  transmittance  improved  from
64-77%, while band gaps improved from 2.35-3.30 eV at

higher Zn substrate temperature, the lower values attributable
to greater density of states near the conduction band resulting
from oxygen vacancies. The characteristic wurtzite ZnO peaks
of   are  observed  at 106 cmG1  for  the  three  sampleslow

2E

showing a blue shift. Raman peaks between 570 and 590 cmG1

reveal structural defects attributed to oxygen vacancy, Zn
insterstitial and their combination. The XRD and Raman
analysis suggests the synthesised ZnO films have identical
crystal structures irrespective of Zn precursor substrate
temperature. The precursor Zn film substrate temperature
show significant effect on morphology, nanostructure shape
and stoichiometry of the ZnO films. The control of the growth
morphology and stoichiometry of ZnO may have an impact in
optoelectronic applications.
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